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Call of the Sound Dragon: A Branches Book
(Dragon Masters #16) - Tracey West 2020-06-02
Drake needs to stop a dangerous wizard battle in
this action-packed, bestselling series! Pick a
book. Grow a Reader!This series is part of
Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches,
aimed at newly independent readers. With easyto-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced
plots, and illustrations on every page, these
books will boost reading confidence and
stamina. Branches books help readers
grow!Magic from a wizards' battle is destroying
the city of Remus! To stop this dangerous duel,
Drake and Petra team up with a Dragon Master
named Tessa. Tessa, who is blind, has a very
special connection with her Sound Dragon,
Sono. Together, the Dragon Masters will need to
find a Power Crystal! Can they save the city?
Hydrant-Hydra: a Branches Book (the Binder of
Doom #4) - Troy Cummings 2020
It has been a busy summer of makerspace
projects at the library and monster hunting for
the three members of the Super Secret Monster
Patrol, and the puddles that are appearing all
over town are a clue to the identity of another
monster--an angry hydra water monster who is
obsessed with cleaning up (literally) the town of
Stermont, even if it means drowning all the
messy children who live there.
The Underdogs - Tracey West 2021-10-05
From the writer of the bestselling Dragon
Masters series and the illustrator of the
bestselling Diary of a Pug series comes a highenergy, illustrated chapter book series about

four dogs who learn that being yourself is much
more fun than being Best in Show. Welcome to
the town of Barksdale, where the canine
residents strive for perfection. Every shopkeeper
claims to be the "best groomer" or sell the "best
biscuits." And at Barksdale Academy, the
pressure is on every year for one pup to be
named Best in Show. Nova, Duke, Harley, and
Peanut have never won Best in Show... which is
okay with them! But they have to work together
to pass their Agility Exam, because either the
whole pack passes or the whole pack fails. Nova
has convinced her pals to train, but on her
practice course, Duke is afraid to climb the high
ramp, Harley keeps chasing squirrels, and
Peanut can't make it through the hoops. Nova's
not doing much better -- she's so excited she
keeps knocking the whole course over! Will the
pups make the grade, or are they doomed to be
Underdogs forever? With black-and-white
illustrations on every page and hilarious antics
throughout, this series is perfect for readers who
are just starting to read chapter books on their
own, or for anyone who loves a good underdog
story!
Dragon Masters Collection (Books 1-3) Tracey West 2018-06-05
A Dragon Masters starter collection - perfect for
emerging readers! This collection includes the
first three books in this series: Dragon Masters
#1: Rise of the Earth Dragon Dragon Masters
#2: Saving the Sun Dragon Dragon Masters #3:
Secret of the Water Dragon
Land of the Spring Dragon - Tracey West 2019
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The Dragon Masters have defeated the evil
wizard Maldred, but not before the Kingdom of
Bracken was devastated by Naga, the
earthquake dragon; now Drake and his dragon,
Worm, must appeal to the spring dragon, Fallyn,
who is their only hope of restoring Bracken
before its people starve--but Fallyn lives deep
inside a secret fairy world, and Drake must pass
a series of tricky tests before he can even make
his appeal.
Search for the Lightning Dragon: A
Branches Book (Dragon Masters #7) Tracey West 2017-02-28
Pick a book. Grow a Reader! This series is part
of Scholastic's early chapter book line, Branches,
aimed at newly independent readers. With easyto-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced
plots, and illustrations on every page, these
books will boost reading confidence and
stamina. Branches books help readers grow! In
book #7, the Dragon Masters have to track
down the Lightning Dragon! But first, they need
to find his Dragon Master -- a boy named Carlos.
The Lightning Dragon shoots dangerous sparks
of energy! Will Carlos be able to connect with
his wild dragon? Or does a darker master have
plans for the Lightning Dragon?
A Short Tale About a Long Dog #2 - Henry
Winkler 2014-02-06
Here's Hank stars the same Hank as in the
bestselling Hank Zipzer series, only this time
he's in 2nd grade! Hank is a kid who doesn't try
to be funny, but he somehow always makes the
kids in his class laugh. He's pretty bad at
memorizing stuff, and spelling is his worst
subject. (But so are math and reading!) In the
second book in this new series, Hank has finally
persuaded his dad to get the family a dog, and
Hank couldn't be more excited! Mesmerized by a
little wiener dog chasing his tail (making him
look like a Cheerio) at the animal shelter, Hank
declares him to be the new Zipzer dog. But when
Cheerio gets loose in the park, Mr. Zipzer
furiously announces that the dog must go. Can
Hank convince his father that he wasn't the one
who let Cheerio off his leash, or will he really
lose his new pet and best friend?
Song of the Poison Dragon: A Branches Book
(Dragon Masters #5) - Tracey West 2016-04-26
In the fifth book in the best-selling Dragon
Masters series, a new Dragon Master is coming

to the castle!
Power of the Fire Dragon - Tracey West
2015-07-28
When the king decides to take the dragons to
Arkwood to visit Queen Rose, Rori, Drake, and
their dragons are left behind--so when the evil
wizard Maldred attacks the castle riding a giant
four-headed dragon that spits poison, the two
young dragon masters and their dragons are
forced to defend the castle by themselves.
Eye of the Earthquake Dragon - Tracey West
2019-04-30
The evil wizard Maldred has stolen the gold and
silver keys which will allow him to release the
Naga, the powerful earthquake dragon at the
center of the earth--so Drake and several of the
other Dragon Masters travel to the Naga's
Temple in the Dragon Islands, to try and stop
Maldred, and prevent him and the earthquake
dragon from destroying the kingdom.
Treasure of the Gold Dragon: A Branches Book
(Dragon Masters #12) - Tracey West 2018-12-26
The race is on to find the Gold Key! Pick a book.
Grow a Reader! This series is part of Scholastic's
early chapter book line, Branches, aimed at
newly independent readers. With easy-to-read
text, high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and
illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches
books help readers grow. In the 12th book of
this fantasy series, Maldred is after the powerful
Gold Key! Drake and Rori travel to the lair of the
Gold Dragon to help protect the key. There, they
meet a new Dragon Master named Darma. If
dark wizard Maldred gets his hands on the Gold
Key, he will be one step closer to controlling a
powerful Earthquake Dragon. Can the Dragon
Masters stop him before it's too late? The action
is nonstop in this exciting, heavily illustrated
early chapter book series!
Flight of the Moon Dragon: A Branches
Book (Dragon Masters #6) - Tracey West
2016-09-27
In the sixth book in the best-selling Dragon
Masters series, the prime Dragon Stone is in
trouble! Pick a book. Grow a Reader!This series
is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line,
Branches, aimed at newly independent readers.
With easy-to-read text, high-interest content,
fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page,
these books will boost reading confidence and
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stamina. Branches books help readers grow!In
book #6, the Dragon Masters have to save the
prime Dragon Stone -- or they will lose their
connections to their dragons forever! The
Dragon Masters travel to the Land of Pyramids
in search of the secret Pyramid of the Seven
Dragons. There are several puzzles they'll need
to solve in order to reach the hidden stone. Will
the Dragon Masters find the prime Dragon Stone
in time?
Howl of the Wind Dragon: A Branches Book
(Dragon Masters #20) - Tracey West 2021-11-02
Evil wizard Astrid brings the Garden of Beasts to
life and the Dragon Masters must go into battle
in the latest installment of this New York Times
bestselling series! Pick a book. Grow a Reader!
This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter
book line, Branches, aimed at newly independent
readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest
content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on
every page, these books will boost reading
confidence and stamina. Branches books help
readers grow! Drake and Rori rush off to find a
Wind Dragon -- the final dragon needed to undo
the False Life spell. But they soon learn that the
Wind Dragon is being held captive! Can they
rescue her and her Dragon Master, Quilla?
They'll need to hurry because evil wizard Astrid
has already cast her terrible spell... Prepare for
the Dragon Masters' biggest battle yet! With
engaging black-and-white artwork on every
page, kids won't be able to put down this actionpacked book!
Chill of the Ice Dragon: A Branches Book
(Dragon Masters #9) - Tracey West 2018-01-30
Only a Fire Dragon can stop an Ice Giant!
Chill of the Ice Dragon - Tracey West 2019-05
A Dragon Master named Mina tells Drake and
his friends that her kingdom in the Far North
Lands was attacked by a magical Ice Giant.
Everything there was frozen -- but her! Only a
fire dragon can unfreeze her land and defeat the
terrible Ice Giant. Can the Dragon Masters help
their new friend?
Land of the Spring Dragon: A Branches Book
(Dragon Masters #14) - Tracey West 2019-09-03
Drake travels to a secret fairy world to save the
Kingdom of Bracken! Pick a book. Grow a
Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early
chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly
independent readers. With easy-to-read text,

high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and
illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches
books help readers grow!Drake's kingdom is in
trouble -- a terrible earthquake has destroyed
Bracken's crops! A magical Spring Dragon has
the power to save the kingdom and regrow the
crops, but he lives deep inside a secret fairy
world. To find the Spring Dragon, Drake must
pass a series of tests given by a Dragon Master
named Breen. But the fairy world is full of
confusing tricks and mysterious riddles! Can
Drake save his kingdom?
Secret of the Water Dragon - Tracey West
2015-02-24
Shocked to discover that Bo is trying to steal the
Dragon Stone, Drake and the Dragon Masters
work together to protect Bo and his dragon, Shu,
from the dark wizard. Simultaneous.
Fortress of the Stone Dragon - Tracey West
2020-11
An evil wizard named Astrid is plotting to
become the most powerful wizard in the world.
She is collecting ingredients for a dangerous
spell, and it is up to the Dragon Masters to stop
her from casting it. An action-packed, New York
Times bestselling series.
Dragon Masters - Tracey West 2021
When Drake discovers that his friend and fellow
Dragon Master, Bo, is trying to steal the Dragon
Stone, he wonders if the dark wizard might be
behind it, and he must try to find a way to
protect the stone while keeping Bo's family out
of danger.
Roar of the Thunder Dragon: A Branches Book
(Dragon Masters #8) - Tracey West 2017-09-12
A mysterious Dragon Master has kidnapped the
Lightning Dragon! Pick a book. Grow a
Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early
chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly
independent readers. With easy-to-read text,
high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and
illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches
books help readers grow!In book #8, Drake and
the rest of the Dragon Masters are searching for
Lalo the baby Lightning Dragon! Lalo was
kidnapped by Eko -- Griffith's first Dragon
Master. Eko ran away with her Thunder Dragon,
Neru, years ago. Now she's back and she wants
to kidnap every dragon in the kingdom! Can
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Drake and the other Dragon Masters rescue Lalo
and stop Eko before it's too late?
The Baby Firebird - Paula Harrison 2017-07-18
In a land far, far away, a small group of animal
lovers work to keep magical creatures safe from
the grasp of the evil Sir Fitzroy in this third book
in the brand-new Secret Rescuers chapter book
series! Talia lives in a tropical rainforest that is
home to a flock of magical firebirds. One day she
meets a baby firebird and they become best
friends. But the firebirds are in terrible danger.
Can Talia and her friend Lucas protect the
firebirds, and save their home from destruction?
Guarding the Invisible Dragons: A Branches
Book (Dragon Masters #22) - Tracey West
2022-09-06
Drake and the other Dragon Masters must help
save a nest of baby Invisible Dragons in the
latest action-packed installment of this New York
Times bestselling series! Pick a book. Grow a
Reader! This series is part of Scholastic's early
chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly
independent readers. With easy-to-read text,
high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and
illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches
books help readers grow! A nest of baby
Invisible Dragons has been discovered in Aragon
and the babies' parents are nowhere to be
found! The baby dragons need to eat the fruit
from the magical Dragon Tree to keep their
invisible powers. But the tree grows on the
dangerous Dove Island... Drake, Worm, and
Carlos' cousin Val must travel there to find the
baby dragons’ parents and the fruit before the
baby dragons lose their powers forever! Also,
one of the baby dragons forms a close bond with
Val. Could Val be a Dragon Master? With
engaging black-and-white artwork on every
page, kids won't be able to put down this actionpacked adventure!
Shine of the Silver Dragon - Tracey West
2019-05
The wizard Maldred is back! And Diego is under
his dark spell! Drake learns that Maldred wants
to control the Naga -- an enormous dragon that
lives deep within the Earth. Two keys are
needed to control the Naga. Drake, Bo, and
Carlos must find Argent and stop Diego before
it's too late.
Bloom of the Flower Dragon: A Branches Book

(Dragon Masters #21) - Tracey West 2022-05-17
Drake and Worm must help a Flower Dragon
protect his home in the latest action-packed
installment of this New York Times bestselling
series! Pick a book. Grow a Reader! This series
is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line,
Branches, aimed at newly independent readers.
With easy-to-read text, high-interest content,
fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page,
these books will boost reading confidence and
stamina. Branches books help readers grow! A
Flower Dragon named Wildroot has come to
Bracken! He needs help because his home is in
danger. The Dragon Masters must find this small
dragon his own Dragon Master. The Dragon
Stone reveals a boy named Oskar, who is
disappointed that he does not have a big, firebreathing dragon. Can Oskar and his dragon
learn to work together in time to save the Flower
Dragons from a terrible monster? With engaging
black-and-white artwork on every page, kids
won't be able to put down this action-packed
adventure!
Rise of the Earth Dragon - Tracey West 2014
Snatched up by a royal soldier and carried away
to the castle, 8-year-old Drake trains along with
three other children to become Dragon Masters
who must discover their assigned dragons'
special powers. By the best-selling author of the
Hiro's Quest series. Simultaneous.
Griffith's Guide for Dragon Masters - Tracey
West 2019-08
This 144-page, full-color special edition features
maps, information about Dragon Masters and
their dragons, notes from wizards, the history of
Dragon Masters, and more! This book has
everything a future Dragon Master could need to
know!
Future of the Time Dragon: A Branches
Book (Dragon Masters #15) - Tracey West
2020-03-03
Drake travels back in time to save a Dragon
Master! Pick a book. Grow a Reader! This series
is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line,
Branches, aimed at newly independent readers.
With easy-to-read text, high-interest content,
fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page,
these books will boost reading confidence and
stamina. Branches books help readers grow! Eko
is in trouble! The dark wizard Maldred has
trapped her with a powerful spell. To free her,
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Drake and Rori must find the Time Dragon. But
a sneaky imp sends Drake traveling back in
time! Will Drake be able to save Eko... or will he
be stuck in the past forever?
Waking the Rainbow Dragon - Tracey West
2018
Drake has a dream about a new dragon that is
somehow trapped in a cave, so Drake, Ana and
their two dragons set off to find the Rainbow
Dragon's dragon master, Obi, and together they
must rescue Rainbow dragon, Dayo, from
Kwaku, a giant spider, who spins a deadly web.
Bok! Bok! Boom! - Cyndi Marko 2021
Superheroes Gordon Blue and his brother Benny
must rescue an opera star from the evil Dr.
Screech before he turns her super high voice
into a supersonic weapon.
Eye of the Earthquake Dragon: A Branches Book
(Dragon Masters #13) - Tracey West 2019-04-30
Time is running out for the Dragon Masters to
stop the dark wizard Maldred! Pick a book. Grow
a Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early
chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly
independent readers. With easy-to-read text,
high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and
illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches
books help readers grow!Dark wizard Maldred
has stolen the Gold and Silver Keys! With these
keys, he can now control the Naga: a powerful
dragon who can cause terrible earthquakes. The
Naga lives in a secret temple in the center of the
earth... and Maldred is on his way there! Drake
and his friends Jean and Darma travel to the
temple to try to stop him. What will they find
there? Will the Dragon Masters defeat Maldred
once and for all?
Saving the Sun Dragon: A Branches Book
(Dragon Masters #2) - Tracey West
2014-11-25
DRAGON MASTERS has it all--dragons, Dragon
Stones, a wizard, and even some magic!
Future of the Time Dragon: A Branches
Book (Dragon Masters #15) - Tracey West
2020
The dark wizard Maldred has trapped dragon
master Eko as well as wizards who have opposed
him, all of them frozen in time and space inside a
wall in his hideout; so Drake and Worm set out
to seek the help of the Time Dragon--but when a
imp named Beezel interferes Drake ends up back

in his own past, and he must find a way to get
back to the present.
Power of the Fire Dragon: A Branches Book
(Dragon Masters #4) - Tracey West
2015-07-28
It's time for the Dragon Masters to battle the
dark wizard!
Search for the Lightning Dragon: A
Branches Book (Dragon Masters #7) Tracey West 2017-02-28
Will the Dragon Masters find the Lightning
Dragon? Or will an evil wizard find him first?
Treasure of the Gold Dragon - Tracey West
2019-05
Maldred is after the powerful Gold Key! Drake
and Rori travel to the lair of the Gold Dragon to
help protect the key. If dark wizard Maldred
gets his hands on the Gold Key, he will be one
step closer to controlling a powerful Earthquake
Dragon. Can the Dragon Masters stop him?
Rise of the Earth Dragon: A Branches Book
(Dragon Masters #1) - Tracey West 2014-08-26
The New York Times bestselling Dragon Masters
series is "How to Train Your Dragon" meets the
Dragon Slayers' Academy, and it's perfect for
newly independent readers! Pick a book. Grow a
reader. This series is part of Scholastic's early
chapter book line called Branches, which is
aimed at newly independent readers. With easyto-read text, high-interest content, fast-paced
plots, and illustrations on every page, these
books will boost reading confidence and
stamina. Branches books help readers grow!
DRAGON MASTERS has it all! Dragons, a
Dragon Stone, a king, a wizard, and magic! In
the first book in this fully-illustrated series, 8year old Drake is snatched up by King Roland's
soldier and taken to the castle. He is to be
trained as a Dragon Master. At the castle, he is
joined by three other young Dragon Masters-intraining: Ana, Rori, and Bo. The Dragon Masters
must learn how to connect with and train their
dragons--and they must also uncover their
dragons' special powers. Does Drake have what
it takes to be a Dragon Master? What is his
dragon's special power?
Secret of the Water Dragon: A Branches Book
(Dragon Masters #3) - Tracey West 2015-02-24
Drake and the rest of the Dragon Masters are
back for another adventure!
Revelation - 1999-01-01
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The final book of the Bible, Revelation
prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in
a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and
numerological predictions. According to these,
empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed
and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an
introduction by Will Self.
Heat of the Lava Dragon: A Branches Book
(Dragon Masters #18) - Tracey West
2021-03-02
Drake and Ana must find a Lava Dragon in the
latest adventure in this action-packed,
bestselling series! Pick a book. Grow a
Reader!This series is part of Scholastic's early
chapter book line, Branches, aimed at newly
independent readers. With easy-to-read text,
high-interest content, fast-paced plots, and
illustrations on every page, these books will
boost reading confidence and stamina. Branches
books help readers grow!Evil wizard Astrid has
trapped Drake's friends in stone and she is
getting closer to casting an even more
dangerous spell! To stop her, Drake and Ana
travel in search of Ka, a mysterious and greatly
feared Lava Dragon. But who is Ka's Dragon
Master? Can a young girl find the dragon and
stop Astrid -- before it's too late?Graham
Howells's expressive black-and-white
illustrations bring the action to life in this

exciting series!
Silver Batal and the Water Dragon Races - K.
D. Halbrook 2019-06-04
"Hand this to the Rick Riordan crowd, or to kids
who like Tui Sutherland’s "Wings of Fire"
series."—SLJ Set in a vivid, Arab-inspired world
filled with friendly and fearsome water dragons,
K.D. Halbrook’s Silver Batal and the Water
Dragon Races is a middle-grade fantasy
adventure, with illustrations by Ilse Gort, that's
perfect for fans of Tui T. Sutherland, Sayantani
DasGupta, and Roshani Chokshi. Thirteen-yearold Silver Batal calls the desert home, but her
heart belongs to the waters. Although she’s
expected to become a jeweler like her father,
Silver harbors a secret and forbidden wish to
race water dragons. Destiny comes calling when
her friendship with a mysterious old woman
leads her to Hiyyan, a baby dragon that can
swim and fly. Risking everything, Silver, Hiyyan,
and her resourceful cousin Brajon set off across
the desert to join the legendary races in the
royal city. But the road to Calidia is filled with
danger, and the trio must band together as they
encounter ferocious cave beasts, clever desert
foxes, and cutthroat competition. As Silver and
Hiyyan soar through the skies and speed
through the seas, both must learn what they're
willing to sacrifice for a shot at glory.
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